
Chapter 33
Modeling Tracks and Controller
for Servosila Engineer Robot

Ilya Moskvin and Roman Lavrenov

Abstract Modeling is an important part of solving any problem in robotics. Models
let our opportunity to make mistakes that could break real robot and learn on these
mistakes causing no damage to the robot. This paper presents a creation of model
for crawler robot “Servosila Engineer.” In this model, tracks were replaced by big
count of small wheels to get construction physically close to the track but with simple
realization for simulation. To test efficiency of model was created three groups of
controllers: for ground tracks wheels, flippers and flippers tracks wheels. This model
takes into account mistakes made creating previous version and has opportunity to
be used in teleoperation mode. To create controller, we tried some base types of con-
trollers represented by Gazebo plugin. Created model and controller are integrated
with Gazebo simulation system and ROS framework and will be used in our future
researches.

Keywords Modeling · Tracked robot · Crawler robot · ROS · Gazebo · Mobile
robot · Servosila Engineer

33.1 Introduction

Nowadays, robots are used in many areas of human activity, including industrial
manufacturing [1] and goods handling [2], medicine [3] and entertainment [4], space
[5] and rescue [6]. In search and rescue robotics robots perform tasks of mapping
[7], explore unreachable debris [8] and dangerous areas [9], support in people search
and extraction [10]. To successfully perform these tasks, we need to solve a number
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of sub-tasks, e.g., path planning [11], robot balance prediction and control on debris
[12], human and scene recognition [13, 14], etc. To run experiments in real-world
environments under realistic urban search and rescue scenario conditions using real
robots is dangerous both for a human operator and for a robot itself. Therefore, in
order to test research findings prior to integrating those into real search and rescue
robotic systems, researchers typically prefer to verify them in a plausible simulation,
where a realistic model of a robot could demonstrate similar to real-world behavior.

For rescue robotics, if a task requires using a groundmobile robot on urban debris,
the optimal decision is to employ tracked robots, which provide significantly better
capabilities of obstacle surmounting and adaptability on rough terrain than other
types of unmanned ground vehicles [15].

Research that is presented in this paper was carried out as part of a path plan-
ning task on random step environment (RSE) for Servosila Engineer robot, which
was created by Russian company “Servosila”. RSE is an artificial environment that
simulates typical debris of urban search and rescue operations [12, 16]. The setup of
our RSE is described in more details in Sect. 33.4. To solve the path planning task,
a robot must be able to overcome certain types of obstacles and identify impassable
parts of terrain. In particular, to overcome some complicate shaped obstacles, tracked
robots might exploit additional front or back flippers [17].

This paper concentrates on modeling of Servosila Engineer rescue robot. The
modeling of this robot had been initially tackled by replacing tracks with closed
structured in terms of physics construction [18]. Themodeling concentrated on tracks
modeling only and in order to speed up the modeling process, the authors had not
properly modeled Servosila Engineer robot but had adapted a similar to Husky robot
[19] model structure. The authors had used wheels with a diameter that was equal to
the length of Servosila Engineer robot track’s height and a single additional pair of
wheels that simulated tracks of static flippers of the robot.

In our current research in order to realistically simulate the robot locomotion
effect, we used a large number of small (comparatively to the dimensions of the robot)
wheels. This approach provided a reasonable approximation of a tracked locomotion
in terms of physical interaction between a track and its underlying terrain as well as a
contact area of the tracks with the surface. We created a model of Servosila Engineer
robot with movable flippers, which is able to overcome small obstacles while moving
throughRSE. The developedmodel simulates real-robot behavior significantly better
than the initial model, which had been presented in [18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 33.2 presents a literature
review of the previous research in the area. Section 35.3 deals with the system setup,
includingmodeling and controller setup. Section 33.4 demonstrates our experimental
work within Gazebo simulator and finally, we conclude in Sect. 33.5.
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33.2 Literature Review

In previous paper about creating the model of Servosila Engineer robot, the authors
attempted to use imaginary wheels instead of tracks. Gazebo plugin that gives ability
to use tracks made of plates. They used model based on “Hector” vehicle model with
addition of four imaginary wheels on each side, one of these wheels was on flipper.
Flippers were static because they do not affect navigation task performance.

To make robot movable, they used hector navigation package. Diameter of imag-
inary wheels was equal to track height. Therefore, this model of robot has three
surface contact points from each track and two additional contact points from flip-
pers. Tracks have solid surface contact area, so these wheels were not enough to
simulate track motions. “Hector” navigation involves moving along flat terrain and
flippers was in static state, so this model is not intended to overcome obstacles.
Making wheels smaller and increasing count of wheels in conjunction with creating
custom controller must bring model close to real robot.

Xie [20] described experiments with crawler robot SHU-I. It is a six-track robot
with four independent swig arms. Authors analyzed its capability of stairs climb-
ing. In addition, the relationship between channel-crossing capability and structural
parameters of the six-track robot were analyzed. They established a mathematical
model, deduced the optimum surmounting capability, and checked it in simulation.
In the paper, they described sequence of motions and kinematics calculations for this
robot to overcome stairs. They tested channel-crossing ability of six-track robot with
four independent swig arms and tested robot with stairs of different stage height.

SHU-I differs from “Engineer,” but, however, if eliminating motions of back pair
of arms, we can apply result motions and calculations to “Engineer” taking into
account difference between flippers and arm’s length. Unfortunately, authors did not
described the details of model creating but mentioned that used one motor for front
and one motor for backtracks.

Biggest part of the paper is devoted to calculations of center of mass of the
robot movement through the climbing. Therefore, this paper was not very useful for
modeling research, but it will be very useful for path planning calculations on RSE.

Interesting example of crawler robot is described in [21]. Tracks of this robot
placed on some kind of feet, so they are on the same line and this robot cannot rotate
staying on same place. This paper described the modelling solution for crawler
robot and solving the problem of its pose error. Authors calculate pose error model
consisting of position error and angle error. Unfortunately, authors did not describe
the process of modeling of robot.

Robot Aladdin presented in [22] has similar structure as SHU-I. Authors use
USARSim to check if this robot can explore the environment overcomes some simple
obstacles. They made experiments with different levels of autonomy of the robot.
As we can find from figures model of the robot for simulation is very simple, it has
four wheels to move and use flippers only to lean on the surface and move next. So,
abilities of this model are very limited and if it loses contact between surface and all
four wheels, it will lose the moving ability.
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Some simulations of vehicles with non-deformable tracks are described in [23].
Authors divide tracks by materials and opportunity to be deformed.

Authors distinguish four types of track models chain-track deformable tracks,
track approximated by four wheels, track made by plates with grousers and non-
deformable track model. They compared all these models in six use cases: computa-
tion speed, plausibility on flat surfaces, plausibility on rough terrain, non-deformable
tracks, and deformable tracks and grousers. Realization of each type of tracks differed
only in the representation of track, so all models had same parameters. Therefore,
they created four models: model based on contact surface motion that made motions
like CSM, wheels instead of tracks—model had eight wheels, four on each side. This
model has close representation to our model, but our case has bigger contact surface
conditioned by smaller size and bigger count of wheels. In addition, wheels of their
robot are velocity controlled synchronized on each side by speed. Next model type
is subdivision to plates—it is the model with belt subdivided into 10 or 2 cm plates.
Next is no friction model, and it moves just using forces applied to center of mass of
the robot.

Authors’ tested models in cases of straight move, rotation, circular moving, back
and forth, overcoming ramp, staircase, stand on staircase and pallet.

The research [24] showed that the simulation of tracks using plates is good in all
cases instead of casewhen you need height computation speed. Othermodels showed
good results in the speed of simulation and plausibility on flat surfaces. Model with
wheels, which is similar to our “Engineer” model, provided good plausibility and
was computationally fast. However, it suffers from unrealistic slippage and stands
on staircase scenario. The results show that presented contact surface motion is one
of the fastest ones and showed good results in all scenarios besides circular path.

33.3 Literature Review

33.3.1 Model Creation

Russian “Servosila” company creates mobile ground robot “Engineer” pictured on
Fig. 33.1. It was designed for search and rescue operations in unreachable or dan-
gerous for human terrains. “Engineer” is dust- and waterproof, and it is capable of
working in hard weather conditions. Tracks and flippers make it able to overcome
obstacles resulting from disasters. Weight of full-equipped robot is near 16 kg. The
robot is able to penetrate into damaged buildings and explore it floor by floor climb-
ing stairs with the help of flippers. Head of the robot is equipped with robotic arm
that can move objects. Set of sensors includes laser scanner, stereo vision system
(two cameras in front side of the head and one on the backside) and block of inertial
sensors.

3Dmodel of robot pictured on Fig. 33.2was created forGazebo simulation system
integrated with ROS. Model contains base, two flippers, and four big wheels, three
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Fig. 33.1 Robot Servosila Engineer

Fig. 33.2 Model of Servosila Engineer

parts of head construction, 11 small wheels instead of tracks on each side and 16
wheels instead of flipper tracks.

We also created a view of this model which you can see on Fig. 33.3 with alpha
0.5 to be able to see all components of the robot and motions of all parts while we
were testing the model.

To simulate moving using tracks, we replaced each track including tracks on
flippers by 11wheels for ground track and 16wheels for flipper tracks. Large number
and small size of wheels let us get a surface area close to surface area of tracks. We
created all parts of the robot using CAD models provided by the creators of the
robot. “Servosila” company also gives us information about weight and inertia of
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Fig. 33.3 Model of robot where all parts are visible

main parts of the robot: base flippers, tracks, two parts of robotic arm and head.
Weights of wheels on tracks were calculated using (33.1):

mw = m t

wheel
count, (33.1)

where mw—mass of wheel, mt—mass of track, wheel count is 11 for track and 16
for flipper. Inertia of wheels was set as default. Received model is close enough to
make experiments in simulation and be sure that there will be not a big difference
with experiments with real robot.

33.3.2 Controller Setup

After we created model of robot, we need to move it in simulation. As simula-
tion environment, we choose Gazebo so to create controller for track wheels plugin
gazebo_ros_control was used.

This plugin gives the ability to use one of the three types of PID controller for
each joint of the robot or fourth type for some count of wheels.

Main goal of controller is to calculate inverse kinematics for robot motions. We
needed to take ability to move robot with given speed in given direction and circle
motions around given point. To reach this goal, we tried to use four different types
of base controllers given by gazebo_ros_control plugin.

We tried to separately control each wheel and create custom program for syn-
chronization. Firstly, joint effort controller was used. After excessing limit of speed
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equal to 5 m/s effort was too high and robot started to stay on back wheels and then
fall to its had. Then, we tried to use other types of PID controllers. We could not
normally control the robot model because of wrong values of PID parameters and
low transmission reduction parameter.

Then, we tried to use differential drive controller. It synchronizes track wheels
and flipper wheels and set their speed using values from cmd_vel ROS topic.

To use differential drive controller, we created configuration file, where we set
parameters of wheels such as diameter of wheel, distance between left and right
side. To use this controller, all synchronized wheels must be same size. For flipper
motion, we used joint position controller because we need to put flippers in needed
position instead of moving with given speed what we need when we control wheels.
All controllers’ work scheme is presented on Fig. 33.4.

To calculate the motion of robot using track wheels controller, the following
formulas (33.2)–(33.4) were used. For translation:

a = l

r
, (33.2)

where l is the distance, which we need to move, a is an angle that the wheel turns,
and r is wheel radius. For rotation around robot center:

a = ϕ ∗ d

2r
, (33.3)

where d is distance between each left–right pair of wheels. For rotation around side
of the robot:

ϕ = a ∗ r

d
. (33.4)

To calculate motion around center of rotation, formulas (33.5) and (33.6) were
used:

R =
l

2(vr+vl )

vr − vl
; (33.5)

ω = (vr − vl)

l
, (33.6)

where R is the distance between center of rotation and midpoint between wheels. l is
distance between wheels and ω is angular speed of robot around center of rotation.

Controller was used to create teleoperation package, which gives us ability to
move robot in teleoperation mode. Using this package, we can set linear and angular
speed of the robot and move flippers.
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Fig. 33.4 Controller work scheme

33.4 Experiments

Random step environment (RSE) is built from wooden blocks, and in our laboratory,
we construct it from blocks of 100 mm length and width with a varying height of
100, 200, 300, or 400 mm. Current small pilot patch full environment has 2 m width
and 4 m length. This model was integrated into Gazebo simulation system. First,
we put it into flat terrain to test if the robot model can move at all using controller
and teleoperation package. You can see robot in Gazebo on flat terrain on Fig. 33.5.
Then, we created simple model of RSE and tried to move robot over it.
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Fig. 33.5 Servosila Engineer in Gazebo simulation

Fig. 33.6 Servosila Engineer climbs RSE in Gazebo simulation

Experiment on RSE showed that this model can overcome obstacles with or with-
out using flippers depending on the size of obstacles as you can see on Figs. 33.6
and 33.7.

33.5 Conclusions and Future Work

To be able to simulate the behavior of the robot “Engineer” and hold experiments
with this robot model of “Engineer” was created. This model built of parts given by
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Fig. 33.7 Servosila Engineer on RSE in Gazebo simulation in the end of experiment

creators of the robot, so it is close to real robot. To simulate motions using track, we
replaced it with big count of wheels.

We plan to modify the modeled robot so that it can be controlled from the remote
control program [25] we developed, just like a real robot.

To analyze the ability to replace tracks with small wheels keeping high level of
simulation plausibility controller for model of robot “Engineer” was created.

Simulation of tracks using a big count of small wheels shows that this kind of
model is close to real track andgives robot ability to overcome rough terrain obstacles.
Compared to the previous attempt to createmodel of “Engineer,” this one hasmovable
flippers and shows good results in simulation. In future, we will use this model to
solve the task of path planning on RSE and check our algorithms on real robot. In
addition, we will try to use bigger count of smaller wheels instead of tracks and make
head of the robot movable to be able to change center of mass (CoM) of the model.
It can help to keep balance in conditions that bring fall of the robot for now.
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